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PHYSICAL REVIEW A VOLUME 25, NUMBER 6 JUNE 1982

Relativistic sum rules and integral properties of the Dirac equation

S. P. Goldman and G. W. F. Drake
Department of Physics, University of Windsor, Windsor, Ontario, Canada N9B 3P4

(Received 3 November 1981)

Relativistic generalizations are derived for the well-known nonrelativistic electric-dipole

oscillator-strength sum rules. The relativistic sum rules include both positive- and

negative-energy states. The derivations are valid for a Dirac electron in an arbitrary local

potential. We also present a number of simple integral properties related to the relativis-

tic virial theorem which are useful in the calculation of matrix elements.

I. INTRODUCTION

Sum rules of the type

N 2

~k =)t «. Ep)' (—ep X ri 0.)
j=1

'2
N

Sp"—— p rj p (2)

—3N /2
T

N 2

S2 =
p p'

p

j=l

(3)

(4)

where ~ denotes summation over discrete states
n

and integration over the continuum, are widely

used in atomic-physics calculations. Nonrelativis-

tic values Sk
"have been useful in calculating mo-

ments of the oscillator strength distribution, and in

constructing variation-perturbation procedures in-

volving discrete basis sets. ' A number of them

can be calculated exactly in terms of expectation

values of various operators. The well-known re-

sults for k=0, 1,2, 3 are ' '

The relativistic generalization of (1) includes also

an integration over the continuum of negative-

energy solutions to the Dirac equation. The rela-

tivistic sum rules are useful in testing the com-

pleteness of basis sets for variational representa-

tions of the Dirac spectrum. In this paper, we

collect together a number of relativistic sum rules,

together with some integral properties of the Dirac

equation which are useful in relativistic calcula-

tions. The sum rules are discussed in Sec. II, and

the integral properties in Sec. III.
It is also of interest to obtain the relativistic

corrections for (2) to (5) for summations restricted

to positive-energy states. These corrections cannot

be obtained from the sum rules in this paper be-

cause the derivations require the assumption that

the intermediate states form a complete set, and

hence include both positive- and negative-energy

states. However, numerical values can be obtained

by means of relativistic variational basis sets as

described in Refs. 9 and 10.

II. ELECTRIC DIPOLE RELATIVISTIC SUM

RULES WITHOUT RETARDATION

N

S", =2trZ(gp g 5( i) rtPp), (5)

The Dirac equation for an electron moving in a
potential V(r) is

HP„=E„Q„, (6)

in atomic units. Here, Z is the nuclear charge and

N is the number of electrons. The sum (3) is the

Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn sum rule. The sums for
k = —1 and —2 are related to the dipole polariza-

bility and the strength of the nonadiabatic contri-

bution to the r long-range electron-atom interac-

tion potential. ' For one-electron ions, exact

values of S have been obtained by Lamm and

Szabo for k = —4, —3, . . . , 3. The sum diverges

for k) 3.

where

H= ica V+—i(ic +V(r) ('7)

and a and P are the usual 4X4 Dirac matrices.

Provided that both positive- and negative-energy

solutions are included, the solutions to (6) form a

complete set which satisfy the closure relation
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In the derivations to follow, we use the notations

[A;,Bi ]=A;Bl B—iA;,

[A;B]=A B—B-A,

Dirac matrices, one obtains

[H, [Hxi]]=2ic ejk~X~ +2ic aJP, (16)
Bxk

where XI is the 4X4 matrix

IA;,BJ I =A;BJ+BiA; .

The value of Sp follows immediately from (8).
It is

OI 0
X,= (1'7)

[r,H] =ica,

[[r,h];r]=0.

(10)

So=&folr lfo&

as in the nonrelativistic case.

The value of S] can be simply obtained by use

of the identities

and eikI is the antisymmetric symbol. Using (16),
it follows that

A3 ———2ic a V —6c (H —V) . (18)

In addition, since Po is an eigenvector of H and

ic a —V=[8,r V]+. r VV., (19)

then, for a spherically symmetric potential V(r), S3
reduces to

It follows that

Sl=)[ &Pol[r H]IP. & &S. Ir lfo&

&Col [[r H] rl
I 4o& =0. (12)

s3=& & Ppl v Ep
I

P—p&

+2c p r 0 (20)

This sum rule was first obtained by Levinger et

al." as the relativistic generalization of the

Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn sum rule. The result is zero

because the contributions from positive- and

negative-energy states exactly cancel. The deriva-

tion remains valid if r is replaced by any operator

f (r, V ) which commutes with V(r) and the Dirac
matrices a and P. For such operators, the general

result is

gt «.—Eo) I &Coif(r V ) If. & I'=0.

The value of S2 follows immediately from a

double application of [10] with the result that

S2= —jt &Pol [r»] I
t(t &'&0

I [r hl I 4o&
n

=—
&gp I

(ica)
I gp& =3c

(21)

Similarly, S4 can be written as the expectation

value of the operator

A4 ———,[[H,[H, r ]];[H,[H, r ]]] .

Using (16) and the properties of the Dirac ma-

trices, it is straightforward to obtain

A4 ———8c V +12c

and thus

S = —Sc &/pl V
I
1(o&+12c6.

(22)

(23)

(24)

If V(r) is a Coulomb potential V(r)= —Z/r, then

this further simplifies to

S~3 6 2E0 —4 2Z 0 0r

The derivations of the sum rules S3, S4, and S5
are somewhat more complicated. S3 can be writ-

ten as the expectation value of the operator

A3 ———,[[r,H];[H, [H, r ]]].

Using the Einstein summation convention for re-

peated indices, together with the properties of the

Finally, S5 is the expectation value of

A5 ———,[[H,[H, r ]];[H,[H, [H, r ]]].

To evaluate As, we use (16) together with

(X V )(X.V )=V

to obtain

(25)

(26)

[H, [H, [H, r ]]]=4ic [ a V —( a.V ) V ] 2ic V VX—X +4c4pV 4ics a— (2I)

A5= —16ic ( a V )V +4c V V 4ic (V V—)'VXX+16ic a.V+16c PV

Sic a(V V)P—+Sic a.V —24c P. (28)
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This expression simplifies by noting that

[H, [H, V]]=—c (V V)+2ic2(()'V) V)& X 2—ic a (VV)P

and that

i( V V) 7 )& X = [P( V V).V,K], (30)

is the operator whose eigenvalue is the Dirac quantuxn number v. Then A5 reduces to

A5 —16c ( ic a —V+Pc )(7 2c /—3)+4c [P(V V) V,K] 4c [H—,[H, V]) .

Since i(to is an eigenvector of H and [H,E]=0, the diagonal matrix elements of the last two terms vanish

and the final result for S5 is

S'~ =16 '& 00 I
«o —V) ~'140& —.24 '&&o

I
Eo—V

I 4) (33)

S5 diverges for nsi~2 and npi~2 states but not for states of higher
I
»

I
because for small r the radial in-

tegrand in the second terin in (33) is proportional to r ",where y=(»' —a Z )'

Values of the sum rules for the case in which 1(to is the wave function for the ground state, together with

numerical tests of these sum rules, have been given by Drake and Goldman.

III. INTEGRAL PROPERTIES OF THE DIRAC
EIGENFUNCTIONS IN A LOCAL POTENTIAL g'+ —g —aE+aV+ —f=0,K 1

The bound-state solutions to the Dirac equation

in a Coulomb potential satisfy a number of simple

integral relations. They are useful in applications

involving the calculation of matrix elements. We

present in this section a derivation of the integral

relations valid for Coulomb potentials, together

with more general formulas valid for arbitrary lo-

cal potentials.

The solutions to Dirac*s equation in a central

potential can be written in the form"

.g(I'}
l jlM

—(r)
I jTM

where I =2j —I and A~I~ is a two-component

spherical spinor defined as the vector-coupled

product

IC 1g' f+ aE—+—a V —
g =0,—

CX

together with the boundary conditions g(r) ~0 and

f(r)~0 as r~0 and ri ca. Here, a is the fine-

structure constant (a=1/e in atomic units). The
normalization condition is

I (g~+f )dr=1 .

The integral relations to be derived below are as
follows. In atomic units

&Pa p&=0,

c'(P) =E (r".V(rV)), —

c (PV)=E c E(r V(rV)—), —

(a r)=0,

0 i~ ——g (lm —,p, I
jM)Fi (8,$)x„, {35) c (Pa r ) = [c 2»E+ 2»E +—2»( r—V (rV ) )],

2

with

1

+1/2—
L

0
and g i/p —

1
e

c (Pa rV) =i»(c —E2)

+ (2»E+c )(r" V(r—V)),

The large and small radial functions g(r) and f(r)
satisfy the equations

where ~ is the Dirac quantum number. The last
two equations which contain ~ are valid only for a
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central potential V(r). The formulas further sim-

plify for a Coulomb potential V= —Z/r because

then r.V (~V)=O. The first three equations in this

limiting Coulomb case were obtained previously by

Rose and Welton. '

The derivations of the above equations are relat-

ed to the relativistic generalization of the virial

theorem. Taking matrix elements of (19) yields

+(P (
r VV(ii(„) . (44)

The diagonal matrix elements of (44) are

c(a p)=&r. VV&,

which is the relativistic virial theorem. ' ' Using (19) to replace ca p in the Dirac equation (6) and taking
matrix elements yields

c'&0
I &I k. &=E.8,.+«. E)&—4 I

r'~
I S.& &it —

I

r"'@«)
l 0. & (46)

The diagonal matrix elements of (46) give Eq. (39). The matrix elements of the identity

, (H13+13—H)=c2+PV

together with (46) yield

c'&0 I&VIP. &=«' c'}6,.—+ , «' E—'}&0—Ir ~I%. & z«. +—E )&4 Ir"'~(«) If. &

which reduces to Eq. (40). Using

&0 IPH I P. &=&0 I)3E. I |(.&

together with (46) and (48) yields

ci(i/I ~Pa p ~y„)= , (E„E)—2(it(—(r 7 ~ii/i„) —, (E„E)—(y[—r V(rv) [1(t„),

which reduces to Eq. (38). The above equation is equivalent to

c&e I~a p le. &=-,'«. -E )&e )~IV. &,

which also follows directly from the operator identity'

[P,H]=2cPa p .

Equation (41} is simply obtained by taking diagonal matrix elements of

[r,H]=2ica r .

(47)

(50)

(52)

(53)

The last two integral relations (42) and (43) are valid only for states of definite ir. Using (53), the operator
K defined by (31) can be written in the form

K= 2[H, [H, r ]]+ic(a.r }+—,P.

Taking matrix elements of PK and using (46) for matrix elements of P leads to

C2
ic'(P ~Pa r ~P„)= «E„——5

(E E„)—
+«E. E)&y Ir ~ ly—.&

—«&@ Ir".~(«}[1(.&. (55)

The diagonal matrix elements reduce to Eq. (42). The last of the integral relations requires, in addition, the
anticommutator identity

with

fPK, H J
= IH[H, [H, r ]]]+ic[H,P( a r )]+H,2 (56)
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[H,P(a r )]= —2icE+icP+2P(a r }V .

Taking matrix elements and again using (46) for matrix elements of p yields

2ic3(g ~Pa r V
~
P„)=2a(E„c—)5 „—~(E +E„)(E~ E„—) (g~

~

r
~ g„)

+[a(E +E„}~c][(E E„)—(g [ r V ~g„)—(P„~ r V(rV) ~f„)],

which reduces to Eq. (43).
For the case of a Coulomb potential, the above

results expressed in terms of radial integrals be-

come remarkably simple. Using (39) through (43),
together with the normalization condition (37), we

obtain (in atomic units)

f g2dr= —,(1+a E),

f f2dr = , (1——a2E),

f (g —f )=—
2 [1—(a E) ],

valid for any bound-state solution to the Dirac
equation with a Coulomb potential V(r) = Z/—r
Since E includes the rest mass energy,

a2E=1 —(aZ) /2n
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